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Virtual Trainers
for Industrial Skills

1Amatrol Electrical
This virtual sandbox has a wide variety of
authentic custom components to create any
electrical circuit. Schematics, diagrams and
instructions aid student learning.
 

2 The most powerful simulation software for
industrial programs on the market, combining
electro-fluid power, electrical and controls
into one multi-technology circuit design &
simulation.

Automation Studio

3 Amatrol Fluid Power
Hydraulics & pneumatics simulators with
authentic components allow the student to
create their own systems. The system even
allows incorrect circuits so the student can
troubleshoot and learn from their mistakes.

4 Virtual simulation of controls hardware allows
students to see advanced controls concepts
in action alongside their curriculum and data.

Quanser Interactive
Labs

Virtual trainers allow your students to learn authentic industrial skills even when they're
not able to be in a lab. This is the perfect supplement to in-person learning, especially
for flipped classrooms and hybrid course structures. 
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5 Amatrol Electric
Relay Control
Create custom relay control circuits, seeing
how AND, OR, NOT, NOR, NAND and
MEMORY affect the circuit output.

6 8 different scenes build upon each other to
allow a student to develop a complex PLC
program that runs an authentic industrial
system, including operator stations, a tank, a
conveyor, 2 punch presses and 2 motors.

Amatrol PLCs

7 LJ Create Hybrid
Vehicles
Run a hybrid vehicle with different views, like
cutaway and powerflow. Students can adjust
and monitor components like gears, fuel tank,
battery and more.

8 Authentic FANUC CNC software that can
run from a PC, allowing students to create
both milling & turning programs using the
most advanced FANUC CNC controls.

FANUC NC Guide

9
Amatrol CNC
This CNC simulator will walk students through
creating a program, or allow them to start from
scratch. They can make adjustments to G & M
codes and the simulator will run their program,
highlighting each line as it's operated.

10Teach robotics technology on the world's
leading industrial robotics platform. From
simple robotic arms to complex work
cells, this software includes everything a
student needs to learn programming.

FANUC Roboguide


